Abstract: Assuming residual generators are already available, there are still several choices to be made when a complete FDI system is to be designed. This is a timeconsuming engineering work so for this purpose, a systematic procedure is proposed. The procedure is phrased as an optimization problem. The goal is to minimize a new probability based performance index, which is derived from measurements on the real process. To increase the robustness of the FDI system, a don't care option is introduced in the residual structure. The procedure is successfully applied to the problem of FDI design for the air intake system of an SI-engine.
INTRODUCTION Design of FDI (Fault Detection and Isolation)
systems require time-consuming engineering work. Even though residual generators are already available, there are still several choices to be made when a complete FDI system is to be designed. For instance, in the automotive engine example provided in this work, there are 2 15 di erent residual structures to choose between. The search for a relevant engineering method to handle this problem of designing a complete FDI system is the key idea of this paper. The design of the FDI system is set up as an optimization problem. The goal is to minimize a probability based performance index, described in Section 2, aiming at measuring the performance of the whole system. The optimization results in a selected set of residuals, threshold values, and a residual structure including a don't care option. The don't care option increases the robustness of the system and is discussed in Section 3.2. The procedure for solving the optimization problem is provided in Section 4. In Section 5, the procedure is applied to a real application, FDI of the air intake system of an SI-engine.
PERFORMANCE INDICES
To design an optimal FDI system, some kind of performance index (PI) is needed. Some PI's for linear residual generators, have been proposed in the literature, e.g. (Gertler and Costin, 1994) , (Chow and Willsky, 1984) , and (Frank, 1993) . Typically these are based on some relative gain from faults to residual. The purpose of these PI's are to optimize the residuals, rather than guiding the design of the complete FDI system. Also they are not generally applicable to non-linear systems and residuals a ected by unstructured model uncertainties are not always correctly evaluated, see (Nyberg, 1997) .
2.1. A Probability Based PI As an alternative, a probability based PI is proposed. The idea is to study the probabilities of the following naturally de ned events: \not detect a fault given that no fault has occured" \detect fault j given that fault j has occured" \detect a fault given that no fault has occured" \not detect fault j given that fault j has occured"
The rst and the third event are the complement of each other. The same is true for the second and fourth event. Therefore without loss of generality, the proposed PI is the probability of the third and fourth event. These probabilities can be interpreted as the probability of false alarm and probability of missed detection respectively. In other words, the PI is de ned as the probability of malfunction of the FDI system. The PI should be minimized for several di erent fault situations. This requires spe-cial care, which is discussed in Section 4. Note that in this work, only single faults are considered. The proposed PI have the advantage that it can be used both in the context of residuals and also in the context of a complete FDI system. Also it is not restricted to linear systems and correctly evaluates the impact of unstructured model uncertainties.
The PI for Residuals
In the context of residuals, the PI measures residual performance and can for example be used to select the threshold level. Note that the PI measures performance of the residual in combination with a threshold. Let B i denote the event that the i:th residual signals false alarm. Also in the case fault j is present, let A ij denote the event that residual i does not respond in correspondence with what is predicted from the residual equations. In other words, A ij is the event missed detection if residual i is designed to respond to fault j, and the event false alarm if residual i is designed to not respond to fault j. The actual PI is denoted P(B i ) and P(A ij ) respectively. The goal is to minimize these probabilities but in most applications, the probabilities are not known. Therefore estimates, derived from measurements on the real process, must be used. An example of how this can be done is provided in Section 4.
The PI for the Complete FDI System
To guide the design of what residuals to include in the complete FDI system, a PI related to the total performance is needed. Thus for the complete FDI system, let B denote the event false alarm and let A j denote the event missed detection of fault j. These events and the corresponding probabilities are more thoroughly discussed in the following section.
THE RESIDUAL STRUCTURE
The residual structure (also called coding set or incidence matrix) is the basis for the design of an isolation scheme. It can be derived from the equations describing the residuals. Often it is desirable that the residual structure is strongly isolating. A strongly isolating structure protects small faults from being incorrectly isolated in the case when some residuals are not exited enough to reach the thresholds. An example of a strongly isolating residual structure is residual structure A in Figure 1 . The residual structure can to some extent be determined already in the design of the residual generators. In addition, selecting di erent sets of already designed residual generators results in di erent residual structures. Thus a possible large freedom exists in the design of the residual structure. However except from isolation requirements, it is not obvious how this freedom should be utilized, as shown in (Nyberg, 1997) . Therefore to guide the design, a PI is needed.
3.1. The PI for Selection of Residual Structure A natural PI is the one de ned in the previous section, i.e. the probability of false alarm B and the probability of missed detection A j . The idea is best illustrated by an example. Consider residual structure A in Figure 1 . In the following it is assumed that fault detection and isolation is the same task, i.e. the FDI system contains only isolation, and detection is an implication of isolation. All residual related probabilities, associated with this residual structure, are summarized in Table 1 . Let B j de- Because the events B j are disjoint, P( B) = P( B 1 )+ P( B 2 ) + P( B 3 ). The other probabilities that are used as PI are P( A j ) = P(A 1j A 2j A 3j ) j = 1 : : : 3
To summarize, the global goal is to minimize P( B) and all P( A j ). The optimization must be performed under the constraint, that the residual structure must be weakly isolating and possibly also strongly isolating. Details on how this optimization can be performed is provided in Section 4.
3.2. Don't Care in the Residual Structure Don't care, X, is an alternative to ones and zeros in the residual structure. The meaning of an X, in the position for the i:th residual and the j:th fault, is that the fault decision should not take any notice about the value of residual i when deciding if fault j has occured. In most situations a residual is a ected di erently by di erent faults. This is the underlying reason why there is a need for don't care, or X, in the residual structure. Explicit examples of such cases are:
(1) Model uncertainty can force the residual threshold to be set high. This can have the e ect that faults with low fault-to-residual gain are missed although faults with high gain still are detected. Introducing don't care solves this problem.
(2) Non-linear physics in the process can make the fault-to-residual gain for a speci c fault, decrease or even get zero in some operating areas. This makes the residual useless for detecting this fault but it can still be useful for other faults. Again don't care solves the problem. An additional reason to use don't care is that a residual structure can be augmented so that each fault get its own residuals dedicated to only this fault. In this way no residuals must be a compromise between detecting di erent faults. Isolation properties are not a ected by don't care used in this way. There are several applications for this technique. One is individual thresholds for each fault. This is useful to maximize the robustness of the FDI system and is used to some extent in the procedure described in Section 4. Another application is residual shaping ( ltering) (Frisk et al., 1997) which is a technique to shape the frequency response, from fault to residual, of the residual generator. Examples of residual structures including don't care are given in Figure 1 . For anything but small resid- ual structures, it is di cult to see if a residual structure containing X's is strongly, weakly or not isolating. Therefore the following lemma is useful.
Lemma 1 A residual structure is strongly (weakly) isolating if and only if there is a one in each fault column and for all pairs of faults, it holds that the faults are strongly (weakly) isolated from each other when rows containing X's, in any of the two fault columns, are neglected.
For example residual structure B in Figure 1 is only weakly isolation because fault 2 and 3 are not strongly isolated from each other. When introducing X's, di erent strategies are possible. One that makes sense, and therefore used in the procedure described in the next section, is to only allow ones to be replaced by X's. In that case, for a residual sensitive to p faults, at a maximum p?1 X's can be introduced, in 2 p ? 1 di erent combinations.
Introduction of X's will increase residual robustness and also the robustness of the complete system if done properly. When and how these X's should be introduced, can generally not be concluded by studying the equations describing how the residuals are computed. Instead measurements on the real process must be used. This is in analogy with the strategy adopted in the present work, because X's are introduced based on the PI de ned in the previous sections, and the PI is derived from measurements.
FDI DESIGN BASED ON THE PI
Many methods for residual generation design exists, especially for linear systems. By using these methods a number of residual generators can be designed. It is not sure that all these residual generators perform satisfactory. Also the number of residual generators that can be designed is generally larger than what is needed to be able to detect and isolate the faults. In addition to using speci c design methods, many residual generators can be designed with an ad hoc approach. Ad hoc design is often necessary for non-linear systems because of the scarcity of design methods. All this results in a possibly large set of residuals that are candidates to be included in the nal FDI system. These residuals are denoted base residuals. When residual generators, generating base residuals, have been designed, the remaining tasks of the FDI design is the selection between these residuals, selection of thresholds, and introduction of X's in the residual structure. The idea is to perform this design as an optimization of the probability based PI described in Section 2. The procedure for this optimization is described in the next section. The global optimization problem can formally be described as follows. There are n base residuals denoted r k , k = 1; : : : ; n. By introducing X's in different combinations, each base residual r k generates m k 2 p k ? 1 residual candidates r kl , l = 1; : : : ; m k .
The optimization is to determine whether residual candidate r kl is included in the FDI system or not. If r kl is included, then also the threshold level J kl need to be optimized. The optimization problem is nonlinear and contains both discrete and continuous variables, and is generally hard to solve. The approach in the proposed procedure is to divide the global optimization problem into two subproblems. First, residual performance is optimized by introducing X's and selecting optimal threshold values. Based on the result of this optimization, the performance of the whole FDI system is optimized by selecting residuals to be included.
The Procedure
The whole design procedure aims at solving the two subproblems described above. It contains four steps. The rst subproblem is solved in steps 1A, 1B, and 1C, and the second in the single step 2. Following is a detailed description of each step in the procedure.
Input The inputs to the procedure are the already designed residual generators, generating base residuals, fault-free measurements on the real process, faults characteristics, and fault sizes. If constant bias or gain (additive or multiplicative) faults are chosen, the computations in step 1A are straightforward. If measurements, in which the faults are present, are available, they can also be used. In that case, faults characteristics and sizes are not needed explicitly as an input.
Step 1A For the PI, probability estimates of B i and A ij are needed. These will be denotedP (B i ) andP (A ij ) respectively. The estimates are of course dependant on the threshold levels. Therefore estimates are computed for each threshold level. Principally this is the same as estimating the probability density function. The estimation can be performed by measuring on the real process for the di erent fault cases and then calculating the amount of time that the residual is less than the threshold compared to the total time. This estimate converges asymptotically to the true probability, when measurement time is increased. If fault free measurement data are used, the estimates can be computed by introducing the faults in the measurements. An example of probability estimates can be seen in Figure 2 . The example corresponds to residual num- ber 1 in the residual structure A in Figure 1 . As can be seen,P (A 11 ) is fundamentally di erent from P(A 12 ) andP (A 13 ). This is because the residual structure has a zero for fault 1 and ones for fault 2 and 3. When perfect fault decoupling is achieved, P(A ij ) corresponding to zeros in the residual structure, coincide withP (B i ). This is not the case in the gure. For each threshold level, the plots show what the probability is that the residual does not respond in accordance with the residual structure. For example if the threshold J thresh = 2, the probability that the residual would respond to fault 1, even if it should not, is about 0.2. In the fault free case, the probability that the residual would reach the threshold is also about 0.2. The result of step 1A is that probabilities as function of thresholds, like the ones plotted in Figure 2 , are computed for each base residual. Also the correlation coe cients between all base residuals are computed.
Step 1B Figure 2 shows that whatever threshold is chosen, the probability that residual 1 would respond the way it shouldn't, never gets less than about 0.2. This is an example of when don't care would increase the robustness of the performance. If theone corresponding to fault 2 in the residual structure is replaced with an X, the threshold can be chosen such that the probability that residual 1 would respond the way it shouldn't, gets lower than 0.05. By introducing X's in this way, each base residual in this example, generates three di erent residual candidates.
To lower the computational load in step 2, it is desirable to have few residual candidates. Therefore the residual candidates for which the probability that they respond the way they shouldn't, is high for all threshold levels, are neglected. Also by using the correlation coe cients computed in the previous step, if two residual candidates are highly correlated, only the best one is kept.
Step 1C By using the probability estimates, computed in step 1A, optimal thresholds are chosen for all residual candidates individually. The optimal threshold for the i:th residual is de ned as J thresh;i = arg min J thresh (max(P (B i );P (A i1 );P (A i2 )); : : :)
where the maximization is taken overP (B i ) and all P(A ij ) corresponding to faults j for which there is not an X in the residual structure. If more than one threshold minimizes the maximum probability estimate, the threshold J thresh;i can be chosen as the mean value of all minimizing thresholds. When the thresholds are determined, all probabilities needed for the selection of residual candidates, can be computed from the probability estimates, obtained in step 1A. This results in a set of probabilities like the ones in Table 1 .
Step 2 As described in Section 2.3, the goal is to minimize the probabilities P( B j ) and P( A j ).
To calculate the true probabilities, the joint multidimensional density function would be needed. Unfortunately this density function can generally not be derived from the input data provided to the procedure. However, it is possible to calculate an upper bound of P( B j ) and both lower and upper bounds of P( A j ). For the example of residual structure A in Figure 1 , the bound of P( B 1 ) is P(B C 1 \ B 2 \ B 3 ) min(P (B C 1 ); P(B 2 ); P(B 3 )) and the bounds of P( A 1 ) are max(P (A 11 ); P(A 21 ); P(A 31 )) P(A 11 A 21 A 31 )
The second bound of P( A 1 ) follows from the assumption that for example P(A C 31 j A C 11 \ A C 21 )
P(A C 31 ) and P(A C 21 jA C 11 ) P(A C 21 ), i.e. it is more probable that a residual responds in correspondence with the residual structure if it is given that other residuals respond in correspondence with the residual structure. The idea is to minimize these bounds, but with estimated probabilities instead of true probabilities. Minimizing the bounds actually gives the same result as minimizing the true probabilities in some special cases. The number of bounds for each residual structure is three times the number of faults. The optimization goal is to, under some isolation constraints, nd the residual structure for which the bounds are minimized. All bounds are generally not minimized by the same residual structure. This problem can be solved by replacing the minimization with a constraint that for a residual structure, all bounds must be \almost minimized". Generally this does not give one residual structure but a set of residual structures. Formally this set is Output The output from the procedure is one, or possibly several, complete FDI systems. Each consists of a set of selected residuals, one threshold for each residual, and a residual structure including X's.
Remarks
The FDI system obtained from the procedure is globally optimal in some senses, but may be suboptimal in others. Optimality issues of the procedure are discussed in (Nyberg, 1997) . One potential problem with using the procedure is requirements of low probabilities of false alarm and missed detection. If the estimations of the probabilities A ij and B i are performed as depicted in step 1A, then in most realistic applications, the requirements are such that the probability estimateŝ P(B i ) andP(A ij ) would be zero for a broad range of thresholds. This is not a problem when choosing the thresholds in step 1C, but becomes a serious problem in step 2 because many probabilities from step 1C will be zero. This means that the probabilities provides no or little guidance in comparing di erent residual structures. Possible solutions to overcome this problem are presented in (Nyberg, 1997) . The whole procedure is automatic, i.e. when input data are provided, all steps can be performed without any human involvement. The procedure has been implemented as a Matlab command.
FDI OF THE AIR INTAKE SYSTEM OF AN
SI-ENGINE In the eld of automotive engines, environmentally based legislative regulations such as OBDII and EOBD speci es hard requirements on the performance of the FDI system. This makes the area a challenging application for model based FDI. In , model based FDI is applied to the FDI of the air intake system of a spark-ignition engine. In this section it is shown how the previously described procedure is applied to the same problem. The task is to diagnose three sensors: the throttle angle sensor , the air mass ow sensor _ m, and the manifold pressure sensor p. The process model is non-linear and contains one state, which is the manifold pressure. For a more detailed description of the system, and the experimental setup, the reader is referred to .
Application of the Procedure
Input The system belongs to a class of non-linear systems for which there exists no general design method for residual generation. However by using non-linear parity equations and non-linear observers in di erent con gurations, 12 di erent residual generators were constructed. To generate input data to the procedure, data were collected during a one minute fault free test cycle, see . Constant bias faults were chosen. The fault sizes were 4% for the -fault, 5% for the _ m-fault, and 4% for the p-fault. These fault sizes were chosen as a result of some trial and error to get suitable sized probability estimates in step 1A. Thus the input to the procedure is 12 base residuals, one minute fault free measurements, the choice of constant bias fault characteristics, and fault sizes 4%, 5% and 4% respectively.
Step 1A Probability estimates are computed for thresholds in the range 0 to 10. The faults are introduced in the measurement data. For each fault, two probabilities estimates are used, one for negative faults and one for positive faults. The nal estimate is then the mean. The probability estimates for all 12 base residuals are shown in Figure 3 . It can be seen that residual 1 and residual 7 has very similar probability curves. This is also true for residual 3 and 8, and 5 and 11. This similarity is con rmed when the correlation coe cient is calculated: C(r 1 ; r 7 ) = 0:99, C(r 3 ; r 8 ) = 0:94, and C(r 5 ; r 11 ) = 0:99. Note that even though these residuals may seem to be identical, they are not.
Step 1B To limit the computational load in step 2, residual 1 and residual 11, are because of similarity, not included in the set of residual candidates. As can be seen in Figure 3 , the use of X's will for most residuals, increase the robustness. X's are introduced and residuals for which the lowest probability that they will signal false alarm or miss a fault, is higher than 0.2, are omitted. After this, there are 15 residual candidates left.
Step 1C Thresholds are calculated for all 15 residual candidates.
Step 2 There are 2 15 possible residual structures.
Of these only 6144 are strongly isolating which is concluded with the help of Lemma 1. These numbers are su ciently low for performing a complete search. The result is that for totally 7 residual structures, all 9 bounds are almost minimized, i.e. = 0:005. These have 4, 4, 5, 4, 5, 5, and 6 residuals respectively. One of these residual structures is residual structure C in Figure 1 .
Con rmation of the Design
For the nal selection in a real application, a residual structure with 4 residuals should be the best choice. This is to minimize the FDI system complexity and computational load. To con rm the design, residual structure C of Figure 1 measurement data are the ones used in the design. In Figure 4 , the fault decisions for the case of no fault, -, _ m-, and p-fault are plotted respectively.
It is clear that the procedure successfully manage to generate a FDI system, that can detect and isolate these faults. However it can be seen that there are two false alarms. Both are p-fault false alarms.
Also for the cases with faults, there are some miss detections. Thus the performance is not perfect but as said in Section 4.2, the reason is the small fault sizes used to make it possible to apply the procedure. However, compared to the study in , the faults are less than half the size and the performance is still fairly good.
6. CONCLUSIONS Assuming residual generators are already available, there are still several choices to be made when a complete FDI system is to be designed. The key issue has been to nd a systematic procedure to support this time-consuming engineering work. To the authors knowledge, this is the rst attempt, even though there should be several other possibilities. For this purpose, a new probability based PI is proposed. This PI is applicable to measuring both residual performance and also complete FDI system performance. To increase the robustness of the FDI system, a don't care option X in the residual structure is introduced. The procedure is phrased as an optimization problem consisting of selecting the set of residuals to be included, introducing X's in the residual structure, and selecting thresholds. The procedure is successfully applied to the problem of FDI design for the air intake system of an SI-engine. The resulting FDI system is able to detect and isolate faults of less than half the size, compared to the former system , for which considerably more time was spent on engineering and tuning.
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